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ABSRTACT 

Learning a language should prioritise oral communication as one of its primary 

foci. When considering the end objective of the speaking learning process, it reveals 

the greatest effect. The ability to communicate effectively is what the students are 

working for by taking part in speaking classes. Speaking is a talent that is 

accomplished orally. As is the case with the other abilities, it is more difficult than it 

first seems and includes more than just accurately pronouncing words. 
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INTRODUCTION 

We all know that English is one of the most important language in the business 

and education sphere. As almost more than a half of world population know that 

language and use it on a daily basis to communicate with those who they corporate 

with. Especially at present nearly one tenth of individuals are learning it in order to 

discover the brightest ways to the spark future. As it is not new for us that the only 

ideal and fully developed educational system is set in the USA or shortly speaking in 

western countries. And this is the case why many more people are flying 

continuously to these countries to get knowledge under the strict and professional 

tutors who guarantee to teach their students with the most up-to-date methods which 

highly likely assist in understanding more effortlessly.  

However, to go there and study we, of course, know 

English perfectly especially the SPEAKING, as most of our day is 
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spent by communicating with our friends or co-workers. Verbal communication helps 

us meet various needs through our ability to express ourselves. Humanity is used to 

ask verbally, as it is a piece of cake rather than utilizing more specific ways including 

writing, presenting or other instrumental tools. Plus we use verbal communication to 

express our emotions, ideas or whatever we desire to share, as it is really considered 

as the most effective way to communicate with those who surround us.  

Verbal communication helps us to inform, persuade and entertain others, which 

we will later know as three general purpose of public speaking. The second more 

expanded benefit of speaking is public speaking, as not everyone is capable to 

perform in a crowd due to speaking barrier or not having enough vocabularies to 

describe his or her opinions. Nevertheless, if we try to improve our speaking skills we 

highly likely manage even talking with a hundred of people without any hesitations. 

Expressions are formed by words that come out from mouth. And by these simple 

words we are capable for realizing all our existing ambitions, and the sole thing that 

we should follow is just learn to speak by heart and master on it.    

                         

 LITERATURE REVIEW AND METHODOLOGY 

   Method 1. Make an English atmosphere. 

        You don’t need to be in English-speaking countries to surround yourself  

with English, you can create it even in your own room, like writing shop list, reading 

books or newspapers in English. Even though it is challenging to understand every 

word but this is the only way to improve your English effortlessly. As we know that 

by reading our vocabulary enriches and it helps to speak fast without any fillers.    

Moreover, as we live in a technology era all the things are accessible for us 

thanks to the Internet, by this we can download numerous pieces of music in English 

that highly likely help to improve our listening skills. It is undeniable that today’s 

youngsters are extremely keen on listening to music as a background while they are 

busy doing something. It is naturally your benefit, as you can also deal with this 

activity to improve not only listening but additionally other skills as well. Even you 

may prefer sticking different pictures around your room walls that help you to 

remember the recently learned words more easily. HOW? Whenever you enter the 

room you look around and of course you see your pictures sticking on the wall and 

waiting to be remembered.  

There is another more significant manner, it is finding a person who masters 

English and is informed concerning all grammatical rules and has 

a brilliant lexical resource. This person helps you firstly to correct 

your mistakes during your speech and also you find out more and 
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more new words that you perhaps utilize them in your following conversations. 

Method 2. Talk to yourself. 

First things first you have to learn to be chatty and try to talk in front of mirror 

to observe your style of speaking, for instance everyone has their own method of 

speaking as some utilize gesture during communication while others prefer talking by 

using fillers.  

Consequently, your task is to find your thing in this sphere. When you find out 

on what you are savvy, you set off speaking exactly by this method. So, come to the 

mirror, look at your reflection and start speaking concerning whatever comes to your 

mind firstly. It may be about your first love, your failure, your first A1 or even maybe 

the first gift that you received on your birthday. The key is just spitting it out. We are 

in course that only practice makes us perfect, it is of course belonging to every area 

of studies regardless of your interest or knowledge. The sole thing that is claimed 

from you is just speaking. It is common for everyone especially for those who are 

about to start speaking in some foreign languages, that they have a colossal barrier in 

front of them. It is the fear of feeling the sense of shame. When we start speaking in 

the language that we have started recently, in fact we make numerous mistakes which 

hold us constantly back from going forward. Noticeably when we are in a large 

company of friends, we feel ourselves inconvenient, as all our buddies master their 

major, but we are just standing and looking around with the fear of being asked some 

questions that we cannot reply. It is because we do not know how we look like when 

we make some mistakes.  

So, we ought to practice a lot.  For instance, when we speak approximately half 

an hour our chin and mouth start to hurt us horribly which means we have already 

made progress. WHY? It is proven by scientists that if we deal with something for a 

long period, the part of the body that is only being used starts hurting because we are 

developing this body and after practicing for several times we get adopted to this 

unfamiliar situation with all secrets and methods of accomplishing it. Plus, when we 

practice, we make sure for what we are capable of and it enables us to be one hundred 

percent sure on our ability, and we get acquainted with all our hidden crafts that are 

being gradually discovered by constant practice. Of course, the main key for perfect 

speaking is far belong to vocabularies, meaning that during learning new academic 

words we unlikely able to utilize all of them in our daily conversation. For mastering 

we ought to use them on a daily basis by speaking ourselves.   

Method 3. Read along with subtitles. 

You are never too old to set another goal or to dream a new 

dream. It means we are capable to speak in English fluently and it 
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is possible and all you need to do is just have a dream to be perfect in this sphere. 

There are plenty of alternative ways, as I always mention, that we can effortlessly 

utilize to develop our speaking skills. So it is superbly said that “if you can dream it 

you can do it”. The ability to speak in English like natives is not uncommon, and 

everyone has this gift however we should find it and show to the universe. We know 

how thunderstorm is powerful and in this measure we are capable and strong enough 

to materialize all our dreams.  

Exactly that the development of our speaking skills is undoubtedly bound to 

reading, but not only reading, but reading out loud. The scientists have been 

examining for a long period and they assert that if a person reads out lout, the 

possibility of learning to speak is noticeably high. Even though silent people are 

somehow more successful than others in every area of study, but as we have just 

started learning how to speak like natives in a short period of time. The structure of 

this method is demonstrated in the following sentences. You have got to choose a 

book that mostly suits your interests and just start reading out loud approximately 

more than 20 minutes and you notice the development after a week that your words 

automatically come out in English accents. If we want to improve our English, we 

ought to spent more time on working with English not paying attention to other areas 

of study as we have a single plan, which is speaking, we have to spend more time on 

reading not only books but many other newspapers, blogs or magazines all day.

 Method 4. Imitate what you hear on TV.  

One should recognize that TV colossally help us to learn English and assist to 

speak like celebrities that we adore. More clearly when we watch some particular 

films or series, we naturally like some performers there, and as a result we want to 

copy their character or shortly saying lifestyle. This process especially goes superbly 

perfect in learning speaking. For this we ought to figure out our the most favorable 

actors and then try to imitate him, like body language that he uses, words that he 

mostly utilizes, or style of grammar or sentences structures and even their behavior 

during communication.  

The prime way is when we learn all our crush’s habits or style of speaking, we 

can imitate them by describing any picture, for this we must opt for a picture that is 

really hard to illustrate plus which that takes more time to be described. 

Consequently, all we have to do is talking about this picture but not with our words, 

instead with our celebrity’s manner of speaking using different body languages or 

slangs that they feel like using. Especially at the time of 

roughhousing every one prefers using solely slangs rather than 

isolated or academic words which is expected to be utilized only 
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by authorities in public places. It means we can follow our crushes in these cases as it 

is a piece of pie to learn slangs than those words that are desired to be used in 

educational centers, plus it does not take any special attention to learn these words 

and additionally the process is also fascinating as well.  

Method 5. Retelling a story. 

Reading and retelling are apples and oranges. When we read all that, we do is 

just reading a book that we are holding and feel relaxed and even occasionally we 

expand our knowledge in some sphere. However, by retelling we can improve our 

memory, fluency, accuracy, cohesion and coherence, accuracy and of course 

SPEAKING. For those who are learning foreign languages, especially speaking, only 

reading a book is a banana skin. Why? When we read a book, we solely pay special 

attention to grammar that’s used or the range of academic words that beautify the 

text. However, this activity is for book maniacs not for you, my friend. You should 

concentrate on learning strategies of speaking improvement to which you likely 

achieve by retelling!!! Nevertheless, it is not effortless to learn retell as to get it we 

should have at least minor base of vocabulary to simplify what we think about some 

particular topic. As a result, when one starts retelling due to the lack of academic 

words, he or she goes nuts and negative statements come up concerning their chance 

to learn speaking but as everything improves gradually, we should be patient enough 

in order to overcome these obstacles. On the other hand, there you might come across 

with those who assert that retelling is not their cups of tea.  

 

DISCUSSION AND RESULTS 

Speaking is the process of forming thoughts and ideas and exchanging them 

through the use of verbal and non-verbal symbols in various contexts. Conversational 

skills contribute to a successful communication process. Communication is one of the 

most important skills for students when learning English. This implies an exchange of 

opinions, information, ideas about the social, cultural and political aspects of 

everyday life. But communication, in addition, includes a surprised face, a smile, 

nervous movement, etc. The world around us is a world of communication in various 

spheres. Thus, speaking is an essential part of learning and teaching a foreign 

language. 

Thanks to speaking, people or students can improve their communication 

skills, will not be shy and afraid to make any mistakes in the process of 

communication, for example with foreigners, tourists or foreign 

delegations. The following people who speak at the highest level 

can safely share knowledge, ideas, and give different facts. Also, 
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people who speak any languages can travel to any country, study their history, 

culture, etc. We can say it will be an experience of cultural exchange. To speak any 

language is a plus for every person, thanks to this people can communicate with 

everyone, exchange information, have fun and be on the same wave and trend with 

others. These are the main results. speaking, our treasures, thanks to which we strive 

to be only on top and achieve great success. 

 

CONCLUSION 

          From the point of view that when we read some interesting stories or especially 

some psychological texts that help us to self-improvement, make us to retell willingly 

due to the dream of illustrating how sharp-minded you are to others. It is pointless to 

keep yourself aside feeling terrified of making mistakes. Nowadays for people 

fluency is rather crucial than accuracy. Additionally, a person that you are talking 

with by no means will like your stories if you retell in details and more clearly. 

Modesty is not your strong point, but we have got to say that whenever you start 

retelling something in English everyone will listen can order to catch all our words as 

we speak fluently and swiftly due to the continual practice of retelling. 
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